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Entrada releases ExpressFax, a simple and powerful solution to 
quickly send and automate faxes directly within the NextGen EHR 

EXPRESSFAX PROVIDES NEXTGEN CLIENTS WITH A SIMPLE AND EASY WAY TO FAX DOCUMENTS 

NASHVILLE, Tenn., August 21st, 2012 — Entrada has announced the addition of ExpressFax to its suite of physician 
productivity solutions. The ExpressFax plugin provides an improved faxing workflow within NextGen, alleviating many 
of the current challenges with NextGen’s native fax functionality by providing simple, yet robust automation tools and 
enhanced CC capabilities. As a market leader in integrated EHR solutions, the introduction of ExpressFax continues 
Entrada’s history of providing innovative workflow solutions for improving physician and staff productivity before, 
during and after the transition to an EHR system. 

With NextGen's native fax process, the staff is required to manually read each completed note to identify those that 
include a "CC" as well as manually fax each note to every recipient individually. With ExpressFax, the user simply 
selects the CC recipients, and the notes are faxed automatically. ExpressFax also enables providers to create unique 
automation rules around common faxing processes, reducing time and money spent on dedicated staff resources. 

“Of the hundreds of clients who’ve adopted ExpressFax, we’ve seen the amount of staff work per patient reduced by 
up to ten minutes, dramatically reducing medical records costs. Also, the intelligent automation provided by 
ExpressFax greatly decreases errors due to lost documents or mishandled faxes,” said Mike Cardwell, Director of 
Product Integration at Entrada. 

ExpressFax is also fully integrated with Entrada’s ExpressNote technology. Not only can physicians "tag" unique 
sections of the clinical note for split return, ExpressNote also enables them to dictate their desired "CC" recipient(s). 
ExpressFax then automates the process by scanning the practice's existing database to auto-generate a fax to the 
desired recipient. 

Please click here to view a demo. 

About Entrada 
Entrada provides innovative workflow solutions that protect physician productivity and revenue by enabling physicians 
to continue dictating before, during and after the migration to an EHR. Entrada’s cross-platform solution, available for 
Apple iOS, Windows Mobile and PC platforms, enables the capture of the narrative portions of the note, woven 
alongside structured data, to support chart completion.  Alternatively, Entrada’s Real-Time Speech-to-Text enables 
physicians to quickly populate text within EHR templates for those who wish to self-edit. Unlike traditional voice-rec 
solutions, Entrada's cloud-based engine is accessed through a simple web app, ensuring a quick and painless 
installation. For more information, visit www.EntradaHealth.com. Follow Entrada on Twitter at 
www.twitter.com/entradahealth or Facebook at www.facebook.com/EntradaHealth. 


